
Senior UX/UI Designer (m/w/d) 
Berlin, Germany · Product Management 

DESCRIPTION 

We are looking for a talented Senior UX/UI Designer with a diverse portfolio demonstrating mastery of craft and a track record of results: the 

design of engaging experiences that created positive outcomes for both the customer and the business. Your demonstrated skill set must span all 

areas of design: analysis of user needs, the architecture of layouts, flows and interactions, and detailed aesthetics for both written and visual 
content. You should shown ability to work directly with Product Managers and Engineers to prioritize, specify, and deliver user experiences. 

REQUIREMENTS 

Your responsibilities: 

 

 Oversee and approve the creation of all wireframes, prototypes, user flow diagrams and interaction designs 

 Identifying user needs and making proposals aimed at improving the user experience, conduct usability research activities 

 Delivering concepts for new features and quickly evaluate them with customers through clickable prototypes 

 Establish company design philosophy and methodology, champion it across different teams 

 Update and actualize our Design Language System 

 Setup and improve design process and collaboration with product and tech teams 

 Guide, enable and develop our junior designer 

 

Your profile: 

 

 Proven work experience as a UI/UX Designer or similar role for at least 3 years 

 Strong team and project management skills with extensive knowledge in organizing design process 

 Experience in product companies, ideally SaaS,B2B or FinTech startups 

 Knowledge of design software like Sketch, Figma, Invision and Adobe Creative Cloud 

 Up to date knowledge of user-centred design and best practice 

 Extensive experience with web and responsive UX with a portfolio of executed projects and designs 

 Knowledge in mobile would be a plus 

 Team Player with strong communication skills to collaborate with various stakeholders 

 Positive and hands-on attitude for solving problems proactively, creatively and effectively 
 

 

 

 

 

 



 

BENEFITS 

We offer you: 

 

 You get a unique opportunity to shape your own path - we truly look for driven individuals and we want you to grow as fast as possible 

 You responsibility grows in line with the company's growth 

 You are part of the core team of young and talented characters in a beautiful, bright office right in the heart of Berlin 

 We provide you with fresh bio fruits, snacks, coffee and beer in our giant kitchen 

 We like to enjoy lunches together (did we mention our kitchen is huge?), play kicker, board games and go to meetups and team events 
regularly 

 We reimburse your BVG-ticket so you can get to and from work free of charge 

 We have German classes in the office and also pay for Udemy or similar courses so that you can improve your skills 

 As physical activity is essential in staying active and creative, we subsidize your “Urban Sports Club” membership 

Does this sound like an interesting challenge to you? If so, we look forward to your application 

 


